Using a case study, this article explores the extent to which one area of law (privacy and data protection) can intersect with, and be challenged by, proposals by delivery of another goal -greater energy efficiency. The article then explores the extent to which these fields are becoming more integrated; and also the risks of relying on technology (notably through Privacy by Design) to do this, particularly given the uncertainties embraced by lawyers and which can be problematic to technologies. Having identified challenges in meeting both energy efficiency and privacy/data protection goals at the same time, the article develops two responses. One looks more widely in law, to competition, to prevent particular activity and to confirm the relevance of greater legal interdisciplinarity. The other is a more multi-faceted collaborative governance approach, involving legal and technical expertise and consumer perspectives, with standards having a valuable role.
Regulating intersectional activity: privacy and energy efficiency, laws and technology
Contextualising a case study
Different fields of law may have different objectives, may conflict in some contexts, and may choose different ways of delivering their objectives. Furthermore, these laws exist alongside other disciplines -for the particular context of this article, most notably information and communications technology (ICT), and its capacity to facilitate the delivery of particular types of policy aims. With a focus on energy efficiency through infrastructure and privacy, this paper explores the intersection between legal fields, the increasingly dynamic intersection between law and sophisticated and complex technologies, and the complex challenges which that intersection creates for arriving at ultimate goals. Using a case study as a framing device, it explores the extent to which different areas of law, and their distinct approaches to technology and to the delivery of privacy, could provide barriers to or enhance the potential use which can be made of technology to deliver a goal. The paper explores legal and regulatory approaches to climate change through energy efficiency and infrastructure, to privacy and data protection, and also to competition law, in the context of the ultimate policy aim of making a positive contribution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and thus mitigating climate change. There will be consideration of the substantive detail of each area of law and technology, and reference made to the different enforcement frameworks of different areas of law. Having done this, the aim and contribution of the paper is to highlight the necessity and opportunity for lawmakers and regulators to look outside their disciplinary silos to wider laws and to technologies; the risks of assuming the answer can lie in simply turning the problem over to technology; the related risks of not engaging with other laws and of the opportunities which other laws can provide for solving one problem but not all; and of the potential for disconnections between technologists and lawyers, as software developers and engineers struggle to engage with the uncertainty which can sit at the heart of laws and legal intersections in particular contexts. To address this, the paper proposes two ways forward: first, a legal solution to a specific problem identified; and second, a new deliberately fragmented and standards-related dialogue in which lawyers, policymakers and technologists can engage and operate more effectively towards holistic, workable regulatory solutions. The discussion focuses on the UK countries and the EU, but draws on developments in other countries when appropriate, and seeks to develop a solution which could work transnationally.
Case study
First, an introduction to the (hypothetical) case study:
A company which owns a small estate in the West Highlands of Scotland is looking to generate a new revenue source. It harvests an established set of trees planted a few decades ago for use in a wood fueled heating business which it recently launched, using well established boilers and other biogas related delivery products. The Scottish Company is then purchased by a large international energy company. The international Company drills in the UK Continental Shelf in the North Sea for oil and gas, and wants to support the Scottish Company to assist the reputation of the wider group in the low carbon energy sector. The Scottish Company also decides to make their boilers 'smarter', so that they can contribute to Smart City initiatives taking place across Scotland. The Scottish Company is excited that it can take advantage of the expertise of the energy company which has developed a subsea smartgrid, in respect of some key smart technology in the UK. The technology enables all information which has ever passed through smart boilers, from which individuals can be identified by name and address with no other details, to be recorded and profiled accorded to criteria and then sold on to other businesses for use in the EU and elsewhere in their product development. The technology quickly became entrenched within efforts to ensure more managed use of energy. The international Company is pleased to have been invited to meet with an energy standards body.
The case study is complex, but not unrealistic; it combines a range of actual events and possibilities. The events and decisions outlined occur within a complex policy and legal environment, which is changing in response to marketplace activity, scientific and technical knowledge, and societal attitudes. Readers from different disciplines (or different regulators) could view the case study from different perspectives, for example with a primary focus on privacy or competition; with a focus on technology; or, like the Scottish company, with a focus on making money from available resources. Wherever one starts, it involves the potential tension between objectives and perspectives and raises the question of the extent to which competing priorities can be addressed effectively through an intersectional approach to legal and technical solutions.
Here, the case study will be discussed from the starting point of delivering greater energy efficiency, so that greenhouse gas emissions from power generation can be reduced. The paper will then discuss the case study from the perspective of privacy (including data protection and information security); and in so doing highlight the challenges involved in implementing "Privacy by Design" (PbD), which may mean that this particular regulatory approach will ultimately fail in its goals. The paper will connect this discussion to the possibility of intervention by competition law regulators in the case study, in seeking to prevent privacy-related abuses of a dominant position through the passing on of information. The paper concludes by building on the standards mentioned in the case study to examine how the problems raised could be addressed, with transnational impact, by a deeper engagement between lawyers and technologists, with much greater two-way dialogue than has been the case in the past.
Firstly, the policy, legal and techno-social context will be introduced.
Policy, legal and techno-social starting point: Climate change and energy efficiency
The case study can be seen as an effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions through the use of a (fairly) renewable energy source (trees for biomass heating), and the enhancing of energy efficiency through the particular smart grid technology which has become so accepted in the industry. In addressing climate change, a key development was the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), 1 one of the outputs of the Rio Earth Summit of 1992. The UNFCCC seeks to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The UNFCCC led to a significant body of outputs and associated meetings, with those at Kyoto in 1997 (leading to reduction of emissions targets being agreed by some countries), 2 Copenhagen in 2009 (which failed to lead to new targets being agreed but created a new pathway), 3 and Paris in 2015 4 (which did lead to new targets, with a deliberately limited approach to enforcement) 5 being the most well-known. Across these meetings, there has been growing attention paid to the importance of technology in addressing climate change, notably through the establishment of the Technology Mechanism; this activity includes smart grids (Patt 2015; Sarnoff 2016; UNFCCC 2017; UNFCCC 2015 ; also discussion in TRIPS Council 2017).
The UK and the EU are all parties to the UNFCCC. The EU has taken a multifaceted approach to responding to climate change (European Commission 2017a) and one key element is energy efficiency (European Commission 2017b); consider, for example, the EU's third energy package (European Commission 2017c) and the Directive on Energy Efficiency. 6 Within the UK, climate change is an issue which has been devolved, and so the legal context of both Scotland and the UK must be explored. Scotland's 2017 Climate Change Plan seeks to deliver transformative change with a focus on energy efficiency; and again reflecting elements of the case study, the 2017 plan makes repeated references to smart grids and technologies (Scottish Government 2017, paras 2.2.4, 7.2.2, 7.4.1, 8.3, tables 7.2, 8.1, 8-9, 9-21,10-9 and delivery of policy milestones 1 and 2). Indeed, the Scottish Enterprise Smart Grid Sector strategy aims to grow the sector and deliver 12,000 jobs by 2020 (Scottish Enterprise 2017, 7); and industry events stress the opportunities which smart grids can offer for more affordable energy (McKay Hannah 2016) . For example, in September 2015 it was reported that Vodafone had signed a £75 million deal with Scottish Power to connect cables to a smart grid (Palmer 2016) . There is also to be a new Scottish climate change bill in 2017 (Scottish Government 2017, in particular ch 2 and box 2.1 regarding bill). The call for evidence for this discusses energy efficiency (Scottish Climate Change Bill 2017 -Call for Evidence December 2016). Finally, smart technology is a focus at UK level, as can be seen from the "Smart Power" report of the National Infrastructure Commission (National Infrastructure Commission 2016) and the Queen's Speech of 2017 refers to a Smart Meter Bill to deliver more transparent energy bills and allow use to be monitored. 7 In addition to the new energy source and the smart technologies, contributing to one means of addressing climate change action through infrastructure to enhance energy efficiency, the case study also raises questions of information security and privacy. These will now be introduced.
Techno-social context: the 'Internet of Things'
To do this, it is necessary to understand what enables new information-based markets and activity. The ability of the Company's smart grid technology to record information and profile its users so that data can be resold, is an example of the application of the so-called 'Internet of Things' (IoT). The IoT creates the potential for very fine-grained tracking and profiling of individual consumers in their most private spaces. As networked micro-processors become smaller and cheaper, and the convenience and capacity for rapid responses which they offer when embedded in everyday items becomes clearer, more and more of the items that we interact with on a daily basis now contain tiny computers, connected together in the IoT. This is difficult to clearly define but includes aspects of information and analysis, and automation and control, with four main elements:
1. sensors, to allow an object to detect its physical environment; 2. communicative chips (such as Radio Frequency Identification Chips), to allow the object to communicate information relating to its senses, and to receive instructions from external or remote sources; 3. computers (or servers), which can aggregate and process the information coming from these objects and return commands; and 4. the Internet, to connect the objects with the servers (Westbrook and Taylor 2013, 244-245, citing Chui, Löffler, and Roberts 2010) .
IoT devices have many applications in energy efficiency and smart grids, such as through 'smart' thermostats, 'intelligent' appliances, hybrid and electrical vehicles, distributed electricity generation and storage, security systems, automation, and energy management systems, all with an ultimate goal of dynamic and responsive two-way energy markets in which consumers are also suppliers (Collier 2017) . These IoT devices are hubs for information flow in and out of the home, something which consumers will not readily understand and will also quickly forget (Peppet 2014, 108-111, citing Murrill, Liu and Thompson 2012) . Further, information on energy use allows for detailed profiling of the lifestyle and habits of an individual (Cavoukian, Polonetsky, and Wolf 2010, 284) , as in the case study.
Other policy and techno-social perspectives: information security
Within the IoT, consumer information being profiled, recorded and stored, or accessed without authorisation, can create information security risks. For example, hackers may wish to track the movements of an individual, perhaps in order to determine when they are away from home and thus a good target for burglary (Hoerter, Feyel, and Awad 2015, 296) . Indeed, IoT enabled devices are particularly vulnerable because characteristics of the IoT marketplace make them very likely to be insecure: IoT devices are developed by consumer electronics firms, without significant expertise in security at least from the perspective of personal information; the IoT devices are required to be small and use little power (leaving no capacity for security measures); and are not designed to be updated after installation (Peppet 2014, 135 ). Yet given that they are connected to the Internet, IoT devices can be remotely accessed, modified, and thus hacked. In addition, devices can leak information or be engaging in unauthorised monitoring. Perhaps the most notorious example of this is Samsung's 'Smart TV', whose voice recognition software was, in fact, recording all conversations in its vicinity without notice to users (although there is no evidence that Samsung was doing anything untoward with the information thus collected) (Higgins 2015) . In addition, software developers, particularly those working on Web 2.0 applications, apply so-called 'dark patterns' which encourage consumers to provide more information than is necessary to use a particular service for longer than is needed (Bösch et al. 2016 ) -possibly for the same reasons as those explored in the case study. Accordingly, it has been seen that the scientific and policy context for the case study creates conditions favourable to the development of smart grid technology. The scientific and policy context does not appear, however, adequately to protect the interest of the consumer in protecting information about them. This suggests a need for rapid regulatory responses. Before assessing the form which these might take, it is important to explore more deeply a key issue raised by the IoT and its application for energy efficiency: the challenge to privacy.
"Privacy"
As van Rest and others point out, ... the concept is often used without clear definition, and commercial organisations therefore apply it in different ways in practice. … For designers, a checklist would be quite a useful tool, but unfortunately 'privacy' is a complex, multi-faceted topic, which is not very amenable to a reductive approach (van Rest at al 2012, 56-59) .
The concept means different things in different legal cultures: Koops et al (2017) survey nine jurisdictions (including the UK) and identify eight basic types of privacy (bodily, intellectual, spatial, decisional, communicational, associational, proprietary, and behavioral privacy) , together with an overlapping category of informational privacy. Most relevant to the case study activities is the US approach to privacy which traditionally focused on the so-called 'right to be left alone' (Brandeis and Warren 1890) ; the notion of privacy as based in autonomy and the right to decide for oneself (Bernal 2014) ; and also that of privacy as empowerment, for example in choosing to commoditise information (Lynskey 2015, 243 ).
The conceptual confusion relating to privacy increases when law is translated to other disciplines and domains. For example, writing from a legal theory perspective, Carolan and Delaney categorise privacy into three dimensions: decisional, spatial, or informational, each of which operates in specific contexts (Delany and Carolan 2008, 21) . This can be compared with the summary of 'prominent approaches to privacy within computer science' which Gürses provides: confidentiality (limiting exposure), control (managing communication), and practice (ongoing social negotiation) (Gürses 2014, 21-23) ; both approaches, however, can be of relevance to the case study.
Reflecting this connection, these understandings are not completely irreconcilable, but this does not mean that translating legal requirements into IoT standards (as the case study demands) is straightforward. Informational privacy can be connected to privacy as control. However, the ease with which digital information can be duplicated and distributed means that implementing and verifying privacy rules in practice is a significant challenge. Spatial privacy can be connected to privacy as confidentiality. Nonetheless, the law tends to assume that it is managing real, local, and easily defined areas, whereas in the context of electronic communications, privacy must be managed in virtual, geographically disparate, and temporally dynamic environments. Meshing legal and technological research agendas for privacy is therefore difficult. Decisional privacy can be connected to privacy as practice. These are probably the most complex and nuanced approaches to the concept, and it is interesting to note that Delaney and Carolan regard decisional privacy as particularly problematic from a definitional and legal perspective.
In response to this confusion, it is interesting to note that Nissenbaum suggests that we should think about privacy in a more contextualised fashion, giving more weight to the different social norms and values that apply in, for example, the work life, home life, and social life, calling this 'privacy as contextual integrity' (Nissenbaum 2010) . Further, Toy has synthesised the fundamental ideas from a variety of international frameworks and proposes seven new privacy principles which he claims are more appropriate to the increasingly technological age in which we find ourselves: privacy by design, respect for context, consent, transparency, legitimacy, proportionality, and accountability (Toy 2013, 948) . Building on these points and of key relevance here, Matzner (writing with particular reference to 'ubiquitous' or 'pervasive' computing and smart grids) argues that the widespread use of sensors in an IoT context (as applies in the case study), and challenges fundamental assumptions about the privacy of particular spaces (such as the home or the street) and blurs the distinction between public and private information. He therefore proposes extending Nissenbaum's perspective with an explicitly political and social dimension, while acknowledging that some technical fixes may be possible (Matzner 2014) .
Viewing the case study, particularly the extensive capture and repurposing of quite personal data, through this normative lens raises troubling questions: customer information is circulated without regard to individual integrity as explored by Nissenbaum, many of Toy's principles are not complied with, and the orientation of the project is towards what some call 'surveillance capitalism' (Zuboff 2015) . Against this complex theoretical base, and in response to the types of technological development outlined in the case study, there are legal frameworks pursuing privacy-related goals (for a deep discussion, with a focus on smart cities and the EU, see Edwards 2016) . Firstly, given the geographical focus of this paper, key from the human rights perspective are the EU Charter's right to private and family life and to data protection, 8 and the ECHR right to private life. 9 There is no specific UK legislation on privacy (as opposed to data protection, which is discussed below). Courts have, however, used the obligations imposed on courts pursuant to the Human Rights Act 1998 and the article 8 ECHR right, in conjunction with established case law on breach of confidence, to develop what became an entrenched action for misuse of private information against another individual or company. This cause of action has been used largely in the context of the activities of celebrities and their children. 10 It could apply more widely to the case study activity, depending on the understandings of consumers about what would be done with their information, and with whom they deal in this respect (eg the Scottish Company or another business). For misuse of private information, there must be a reasonable expectation of privacy, which is then balanced against the right to freedom of expression. There is also continuing scope for regard to be had to the public interest in disclosure of information. This draws on breach of confidence decisions (notably Lion Laboratories 11 which deal with whether the public interest in knowing whether or not breathalysers were functioning properly was sufficient to defend an action for breach of confidence). Could disclosure of information about an individual be considered a relevant price to pay for greater energy efficiency? The action for misuse of private information can ultimately lead to an injunction and financial compensation arising from the damage suffered through the misuse of information.
Data protection law can also be relevant to privacy, broadly termed. At the time of writing (mid-2017), approaches to it in the UK lie in national data protection legislation 12 implementing the Data Protection Directive of 1996. 13 This imposes obligations on those who control or process (including use, re-use and disclose) information as part of a relevant filing system from which (any) person can be identified. This would cover the activities in the case study -again depending on how uses of the technology progress, in respect of conduct by the Scottish Company and by other businesses. Key provisions in the UK legislation are that the personal information is to be processed in accordance with data protection principles: used fairly and lawfully, for limited specific purposes in a manner which is not excessive, kept for no longer than necessary and safe and secure in the light of the harm which arises from loss or unauthorized dealings with it, and also that personal information should not be passed outside the EU unless the destination country has appropriate data protection provisions; further, personal information is not to be held and processed unless there is consent (explicit consent in respect of sensitive data such as relating to health or religion although the case study indicates that this is not relevant here) -or if processing is necessary for the legitimate interests of the data controller or parties to whom personal information disclosed save if this is unwarranted in the light of the rights of the data subject.
14 The narrow focus of the final base would not likely support an argument that the selling on of the personal information would assist in developing more energy efficient products and assist in general action against climate change, as the impact is likely too remote. Key then is consent and, as with the privacy cause of action, what information was provided, about how personal information would be dealt with. The case study provides no indications that this is being done. Further, the discussion of technology above suggests that there might also be information security questions, which again raise data protection problems.
More issues will arise when the EU General Data Protection Regulation 2016 ("GDPR") 15 applies from May 2018. Themes will continue from the previous regime; 16 however the key difference is that the GDPR requires that dealings with any personal information are (broadly) to be on the basis of clear, affirmative, specific informed and unambiguous indication of consent.
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There may be processing without consent if it is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest for purposes of legitimate interests (unless these are overridden by the rights of the data subject). 18 From the information available in the case study and in the light of the points made above, the requirements again this may not be met here. More generally the focus on affirmative and specific consent will require substantial reform to many data management practices in the EU. In the context of Brexit uncertainty, there was the prospect that the GDPR will only have a short period of direct relevance in the UK. It appeared likely, however, because of the commercial importance of being able to deal with the EU for digital economy businesses, and of the EU's requirements regarding the protection provided by other states, that substantive data protection approaches in the UK would remain similar to those in the EU (McCullagh 2017) . And indeed, the 2017 Queen's Speech includes a Data Protection Bill which will implement the GDPR in respect of the UK's membership of the EU and also thereafter. 19 Accordingly, all providers of technology, considering activity in any country, should be aware of the deep base required for dealings with personal information. In this respect, the draft 2017 guidance of the UK Information Commissioner regarding consent, and the short consultation on it, are of interest (Information Commissioner's Office 2017a).
Looking outside the case study details, it is also interesting to reflect that even if there is a privacy policy which does provide details of what will be done with personal information and a means of providing consent, an individual may still be faced with a choice between accepting the IoT smart meter or appliance or going without electricity and returning an expensive household device to the vendor. This is arguably not a real choice. More generally, it has been noted that even if there are these policies or agreements to inform consent, consumers may not be able to access them (as IoT devices often do not have good display systems); and if they can read them, they may find them difficult to clearly understand (Peppet 2014, 140-146) . The practical reality, in many instances, is that devices will be installed in homes with minimal explanation to users, or with one person consenting for all residents, considerably vitiating any notion of "freely given, specific, informed" consent as will be required under the GDPR. 20 The rollout of smart grids, therefore, are likely to involve possible contraventions of data protection law (see Edwards 2016 , for discussion of new approaches to address this such as sticky consent and indeed the appropriateness of a consent based approach with a EU focus).
Of greater relevance to this paper, however, is that the discussion so far suggests that privacy, broadly termed, and energy efficiency through infrastructure, are domains of regulatory activity which are closely connected; in practice, however, they may be being dealt with rather separately. There have been some attempts (in both fields) to explore their intersection. The next section discusses this and considers whether this has been done adequately and effectively.
Energy efficiency and privacy alignments
Firstly, it is surprising, and disappointing, that Scotland's 2017 Climate Change Plan (discussed above in the context of smart grids), does not engage with privacy. Likewise, that the Scottish Enterprise Smart Grid Sector strategy notes that key opportunities include data acquisition, monitoring and analysis, without engaging in depth with how noted privacy issues are to be addressed (Scottish Enterprise 2017, 8, 9,18) . This should be contrasted with the approach of the Netherlands Parliament which, when considering smart grid arrangements, found that regard to data protection through an impact assessment was not adequate, and there needed also to be regard to ECHR article 8 rights. This led to the proposed arrangement ultimately being introduced on a voluntary basis (Cuijpers and Koops 2014) . 21 Another example of the connection being better addressed is the California Utility Commission, which passed a decision in 2011 to protect privacy of information (using the term widely in a context which would cover both privacy and data protection as discussed above) relating to smart grids (California Utility Commission 2011 and discussion in Edwards 2016).
At UK level, the Smart Power report also does not refer to privacy (National Infrastructure Commission 2016), nor does the Queen's Speech in respect of smart grids -although its other engagement with data protection has been noted. The relevance of privacy to smart grids was recognized, however, by the UK Gas and Energy Markets Authority in 2010. This published a strategy for data privacy and security which provided that the UK data protection legislation will be followed (Office of Gas and Electricity Markets 2010 At EU level, the 2012 Commission recommendation on roll out of smart meters refers to data protection and privacy legislation, a focus on privacy enhancing technologies (including those which are best available) and a movement to certification marks for these, and a focus on secure communications with regard to privacy and data protection (European Commission 2012, recitals 7 and 13, articles 3(f), 15, 42(h) ). The EU's third energy package (European Commission 2017c), particularly the Directive on Energy Efficiency 23 refers to smart and intelligent metering (and to their limited achievements) 24 in previous electricity 25 and natural gas 26 Directives. Importantly this requires that intelligent metering systems have security which complies with data protection and privacy legislation, 27 but also that information is to be disclosed of consumption and profiles. 28 A 2014 Commission staff working document reviews different steps taken by countries on state of play and cost benefit analysis, exploring privacy and data handling (European Commission 2014a, paras 3.3, 3.4 , and summary penultimate paragraph). Data protection, privacy and security are strongly visible in the European Commission's 2017 activities regarding smart grids and meters (European Commission 2017d]). It is sobering, however, to note that in the EU Sustainable Energy Week conference 2016 (European Sustainable Energy Week (2017)), there was no session on privacy or data protection.
The connections between energy efficiency and data protection, privacy and security are also reflected in the work of data protection bodies. There is the opinion of the Article 29 Working Party (12/2011) on smart metering (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party 2011) which refers to EU energy efficiency laws, a survey of national data protection authorities and calls for strong engagement between energy providers and data protection authorities. While noting the benefits of the activity for energy efficiency, the opinion considers that smart metering can raise data protection and fundamental privacy questions, and calls for more information to bring about informed consent. Further, and interestingly in the light of the points made above regarding bases for use of data including under the GDPR, the opinion notes the possibility that reduction of electricity use could be in the public interest and a legitimate use of personal information including by those to whom the information is passed on. The opinion considers, however, that this will not invariably be so, and that technologies and assessments will be key to this (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party 2011, 14) .
There are also examples of more direct engagement with the connection question from both sides. An Article 29 Working Party opinion was prepared (7/2013) regarding the data protection impact assessment proposal prepared by the European Commission's Smart Grid Task Force (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party 2013). This engages in particular with approaches to privacy targets and to risk management and compliance. The opinion was followed by a Commission Recommendation (European Commission 2014b), which notes that the template for data protection impact assessment should not only facilitate the resolution of emerging data protection, privacy and security issues in the smart grid environment, but also contribute to addressing data handling linked to the development of the retail energy market. Indeed, an important part of value in the future retail market will stem from data and wider integration of ICT into the energy system. The collection and organisation of access to the data are key to the creation of business opportunities for newcomers, especially aggregates, energy service companies or the ICT branch. Data protection, privacy and security will therefore become increasingly important issues for utilities to handle. The Template will help ensure, especially in the initial phase of the roll-out of smart meters, that smart metering system developments are monitored and that fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals are respected, by identifying data protection risks in smart grid developments from the start. (recital 19).
The recommendation calls for states to encourage use of the template, to take into account Article 29 Working Party opinions and for multi-stakeholder consultation regarding implementation (arts 3 and 4); for exploration of use of best available techniques as a complement to data protection assessments (art 5); and for there to be a testing phase (Section IV and note also European Commission 2017e).
Likewise at UK level, in 2016 the Department of Energy & Industrial Strategy (which has taken over from the Department of Energy and Climate Change ("DECC")) launched a consultation on a "Smart, Flexible Energy System". This refers to consent, privacy frameworks, the need to have informed consumers and information security (Department of Energy & Industrial Strategy 2016, 15, 68, 69, 83) . The UK Information Commissioner responded to this, stressing the importance of specific and transparent consent and the importance of security (Information Commissioner's Office 2017b).
Yet although there are these intersections across energy efficiency and privacy (broadly termed), an opportunity for greater integration was missed. An EU Recommendation (European Commission 2014b) referred to articles 7 and 8 of the EU Charter discussed above (relating to privacy and data protection); it did not, however, reference article 37 of the EU Charter -which provides that a high level of environmental protection is to be integrated into the policies of the Union and ensured in accordance with principles of sustainable development. 29 Although there is a reference to this right in a recital to a 2014 European Parliament resolution on the local and regional consequences of smart grids (European Parliament 2014), engagement with this human rights based justification for smart grids should have a much greater part in legislation and policymaking. This would not of course mean that this would necessarily prevail over the privacy and data protection rights; but it would provide a deep and present base for legal intersection, including regarding provision of a base for use other than through consent (through the public interest), and a firmer base for the arguments being developed in this paper. This paper also seeks, however, to look beyond identifying and exploring these two (indeed three including human rights) areas of law and areas for combination. First, if the technology discussed in the case study is creating privacy problems, as is likely with IoT devices, might one also look to technology to solve the problems? This is the approach of "Privacy by Design" (PbD), "Privacy by Default" or "Privacy by Re-Design" (PbRD) (see, for example, Cavoukian, Polonetsky, and Wolf [2010] ; Hoerter, Feyel, and Awad [2015] ); Kitchin [2016, 7.3.2, and table 8] ). Indeed, the GDPR embraces this approach by requiring that data controllers shall use technical and organisational measures to ensure that the data protection goals are met, and also introduces the prospect of delivering the goals through (voluntary and transparent) certification of technologies 30 (see discussions of this, and comparative approaches in the USA, in King and Jessen 2014).
Privacy by Design: an incomplete, inadequate, and impractical solution
Before PbD is interrogated in more detail, a warning from an interdisciplinary study carried out in Ireland. A 2016 report, published by the Department of An Taoiseach (Kitchin 2016) recognised that the four principal Irish cities have all deployed smart technologies and that there are benefits of this 'in producing more efficient, productive, sustainable, resilient, transparent, fair and equitable cities'. It considered, however, that there is also a need to 'carve a path that allows us to harness these benefits while at the same time, ensuring that we do not compromise data privacy, data protection or data security'. Considering this alignment of the two objectives which run through this paper, this report argues that the focus on technologies can 'overly promote top-down technocratic forms of governance, rather than political/social solutions and citizen-centred deliberated democracy' (23) , that technologies 'are portrayed as being objective, commonsensical, pragmatic and politically benign, rather than thoroughly political, reflecting the views of their developers and stakeholders' (23) , can have social political and ethical effects, extending surveillance and eroding privacy (23, 26 et seq) and can be systemically vulnerable (2) .
Moving forward, the use of technology to address the privacy and smart grids question is well recognized, as is indeed indicated by the Irish report, and also by the case study. The EU set up a mandate for investigation of standards for smart grids and its Joint Working Grid Task Force Expert Group 2 delivered recommendations for the functionality that technology should be able to deliver in respect of privacy, data protection and cyber-security in the smart grid environment (European Commission 2017f). In particular, this seeks to align itself with the GDPR, notably through the GDPR's engagement with PbD.
At a practical level, however, it is interesting to note that notwithstanding policy and legal recognition of the PbD pathway, there has been a marked lack of attempts to explore the extent to which PbD can actually apply to smart meters. After extensive interviews with those involved in smart grid initiatives in Great Britain, Brown concluded that there was very limited discussion by DECC of privacy in the context of smart meters. He notes that this is so notwithstanding that there were possible useful bases in Ontario, the 2011 report of the Article 29 Working Group, and a very different approach adopted in Germany; indeed, he found that some civil servants seemed reluctant to include privacy issues and campaigners in discussions (Brown 2014 ). Murphy conducted a similar analysis of the development of a smart grid in Ireland, noting that PbD was not amongst the five key principles underpinning this initiative, and was only added after complaints. She concluded that there was 'a failure on the part of [the Commission for Energy Regulation] to truly appreciate the function of privacy by design' (Murphy 2015, 200-201) . Such failures to properly engage with PbD are by no means inevitable, of course; and Brown highlighted how engaged consultation and a willingness to consider alternatives produced a system with strong privacy protections and real options for consumers in Germany (Brown 2014 ).
There are also more substantive issues. While PbD aligns with arguments that many problems related to privacy are logistical and so a technical solution is required (Lynskey 2015, 262) , Rubenstein and Good criticise PbD in the privacy and data protection context which is key to this paper. Applying PbD to the 'Fair Information Processing' data protection principle, Rubenstein and Good attempt to distil or identify design guidelines for systems engineers and user interface and experience designers. They conclude that PbD could have prevented some high-profile privacy controversies but that a great deal more remains to be done by businesses, regulators, and researchers to ensure that PbD is effective in practice. In particular, they claim that if regulators provide clear guidelines (and indeed the GDPR does refer to having a certification process and approved codes of conduct), 31 these can ensure that commercial considerations do not always overcome privacy concerns (Rubinstein and Good 2013) . However, their work does not discuss the impact of PbD on delivery of energy efficiency.
Against this backdrop, the reality of implementation of PbD is complex and difficult (van Lieshout at al. 2011 , Urquhart, 2016 . Some scholars do present PbD as a concept that can easily be integrated into software development methods such as Agile and DevOps (Hirsch and King 2016, 417-18) , and work continues on setting standards reflecting energy efficiency and privacy, data protection and cyber security (Urquhart, 2016) . Practical software engineering experience with PbD is still, however, quite limited (Gürses, Troncoso, and Diaz 2011). There are no widely accepted tools or methods for PbD's implementation (Mulligan and King 2011) . As Massey notes, PbD is 'an excellent example of a policy initiative that does not provide enough specific guidance to be practical for software engineers' (Massey 2014, 697) .
Although some computer scientists have put forward design strategies that can be applied in practice (Alshammari and Simpson 2016) , Birnhack and others point out, based on a close reading of texts on data warehousing, that 'PbD seems an intuitive and sensible policy tool for lawyers; however, for information systems developers and engineers, it is anything but intuitive as it goes against the grain of several well-established principles of information systems engineering' (Birnhack, Toch, and Hadar 2014, 56) . Related research based on interviews with developers found that they regarded privacy as out of their sphere of concern and something to be dealt with by lawyers or security experts (Hadar 2017 ). There are efforts underway, however, to translate PbD from abstract legal frameworks into clear guidelines which systems developers can apply, such as the PRIPARE project (Notario at al. 2015) . Further, design patterns -highlevel descriptions of abstract elements of approaches to design -offer considerable potential for PbD (Hoepman (2014, 446) ), but require further elaboration by technologists and support from policy-makers (Danezis at al. 2014 ). On this, it is interesting to note the 2017 response of the UK Information Commissioner, discussed above, that although technical and organisational steps should be taken, this would depend on the technology available; and they did not wish to mandate specific technical measures as technologies could become obsolete and new risks could be identified. (Information Commissioner's Office 2017b).
Further, empirical research conducted by Massey et al (2014, 84) found that regulatory requirements often contain ambiguities, sometimes deliberately, such as the use of terms like 'reasonable', with open, flexible meanings but also because the text is not drafted as tightly as possible. While technologists can identify these, this does not allow them to solve the implementation problems which they create. Indeed, in some cases, even clear requirements are unimplementable in practice as they involve social and legal questions (such as who is an authorised user) which the technology cannot answer by itself (Massey at al. 2014) . In this context, implementing the present and quite limited forms of PbD and PbRD in the light of GDPR and similar arrangements, and the EU standards work introduced above and discussed below, do not guarantee that problems will not occur in the future. As has been explored, privacy is a complex and poorly understood concept; translating it from law to systems engineering requires communication between two very different disciplines, and even when this occurs, it is often too little and too late. The open concepts and flexible terminology which the law prefers are difficult to implement in concrete, binary engineering terms; getting this right is often not seen as a priority by engineers; and resources are always limited, so legal compliance can slip down the task list and perhaps be deferred for some future revision.
Therefore given the challenges which have been identified thus far, it seems at least possible that an IoT technology which underlies the smart grid (just like that in the case study), will struggle in general with meeting PbD goals, and specifically will not comply with the GDPR. Responses discussed above such as consultations looking more widely across fields, and through exploration of Best Available Techniques in the European Commission documents, may lead to new approaches to privacy and smart grids in the context of energy efficiency; or at least may lead to more fusion of the importance of energy efficiency with the importance of PbD technology. Yet the technical, and legal, challenges are: what would really be the result of this? Can the PbD challenges actually be avoided through consultation and fusion? Divergences in outcomes arise not only from a basic lack of engagement but are also the product of different legal and technological cultures in different countries, organisations, and science and engineering disciplines. This indicates that the traditional legal reform toolbox -higher standards of protection, more stringent rules, even better after the event enforcement procedures (be that from privacy as discussed above, data protection 32 or energy efficiency (Spier and Magnus 2014 , Macrory 2014 , van Calster et al 2015 33 -may be unlikely to achieve significant change from the technological and practical perspective in either the short or medium term. Rather, given the focus in this paper on relationships between different laws and technologies, two different pathways will be taken here. Firstly, to explore what may be gained from looking to a different form of law: competition. What can this contribute to addressing the problems of a technology which may be inconsistent with privacy and data protection norms while at the same time contributing to energy efficiency and addressing climate change? Secondly, to create a different, more intersectional and hybrid regulatory toolbox, working across laws and technologies to move towards more coherent and integrated outcomes.
The problems with PbD and the power of competition
Competition regulators have been active in the energy sector regarding restrictions on access to the market, capacity and supply (Wilkinson et al. 2016) ; and in 2015 they began exploring commercial use of consumer data (Competition and Markets Authority 2015). Further, the Department of Energy & Industrial Strategy 2016 consultation call discussed above considered that the smart system can go further and faster in breaking down barriers to competitionallowing the widest possible range of innovative products and services to prove themselves in the market place. To make the most of a smart system we need smart policy and smart regulation. Our ultimate objective -clean, secure and affordable energy -is clear, but a number of possibly pathways lie before us (Department of Energy & Industrial Strategy 2016, 1 and see paras .
Extending this engagement, the avenue explored here is competition law's prohibition of the abuse of a dominant position: how this might be particularly relevant to privacy concerns, and what it can deliver in terms of future pathways?
As the Competition and Markets Authority 2015 report stresses, abuse can be relevant only if the operator is in a dominant position -in a position to act independently of others. 34 This is assessed by reference to the market in which the activity is carried out, and the markets are defined with regard to substitutability and potential competition, 35 and to geography (which could be global).
36 Dominance can be difficult to establish in fast-moving fields such as IoT, although it is not impossible; 37 and the facts of the case study indicate that dominance could be found given the importance of the company's technology, including its possible inclusion in standards. The key issue regarding whether this is so, is would the case study (or other) standard require this particular technology to be used; or whether, reflecting the Smart Grid Task Force Expert Group 2 recommendations from 2016 discussed above, the standards are much more focused on the general functions which the technology should have. This would leave it open to others to make their own versions such that no one company could act independently.
If there is dominance, the next step is the need for abuse. This often involves pricing, but it is well established that abusive conduct need not always involve raising the price for products or services (Costa-Cabral and Lynskey 2017, 35 , anon, to be inserted post review). 38 Taking a different approach to technology to that discussed here, there have been findings of abuse if technology is not shared widely, with the competition regulator requiring that technology is shared on particular terms, likely fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory. 39 This raises the prospect of whether the passing on of information envisaged in the case study could be abuse. And within this, it is interesting to note that when the EU competition regulator (or court) decides these questions, it is well established that they will have regard to the EU Charter rights. 40 These include as discussed the rights to private life and to data protection; and also the right relating to the environment.
41 This provides a framework, then, for the three fields which are discussed together in this paper to be combined -an opportunity which was introduced above but which has not been embraced fully so far in existing privacy and energy efficiency intersections.
Further support for an integrated approach can come from the fact that just as competition has been active in relation to energy as noted, data protection has become increasingly accepted in competition analyses -for example, in the Whatsapp/Facebook merger. 42 This can also be seen at scholarly and policy levels. The fields have been argued to have strong underlying themes, of exercising economic activity and enhancing the interests of individuals, 'at different ends of the same spectrum' (Costa-Cabral and Lynskey 2017, 13-15, quote 14,18-9) . Importantly, a preliminary opinion of the European Data Protection Supervisor called for data protection to be integrated into competition actions as part of the consumer harm and adverse impacts on consumer welfare (European Data Protection Supervisor 2014, para 71) -which is also a key focus in assessing abuse (European Commission 2009, paras 5-7, 86) . Costa-Cabral and Lynskey called for links between the two fields (termed "external") and also for data protection to have an "internal" impact on competition decision making (Costa-Cabral and Lynskey 2015; Costa-Cabral and Lynskey 2017, 19 et seq) . And referring to these arguments, the European Data Protection Supervisor has expressed concern at data protection and competition existing in silos, given the cross cutting application of human rights and common underpinning themes of fairness and the Supervisor was broadly in support of the "external" model (European Data Protection Supervisor 2016, 1, 11, 17) . It is also interesting to note, consistent with the wider themes underpinning this paper, the argument that the refusal to pass on information to competitors could be justified under data protection law but could also be an abuse -and that this has been said to warrant co-operation between the two sets of regulators (European Data Protection Supervisor 2014, paras 67-8). An issue worthy in itself of further exploration.
To support the linkage sought here (both "internally" and "externally"), one can draw on competition scholarship's discussion of disclosure of information regarding the perils of apparently free services and, of particular relevance to the case study, discussion of privacy policies (see Chirita [2016] for a detailed analysis of privacy policies). There have also been calls for a wider approach to be taken to economics from a privacy perspective in competition [Kerber 2016]) ; and for there to be investigations into discrimination and exploitation, in the light of the lack of information for users who are operating in the digital economy (European Data Protection Supervisor 2014, 11 and 30-31; Costa-Cabral 2016, 498-507) . As discussed, within the case study there may not be adequate consent; even if consumers do indicate consent, this could be challenged on the basis that the policies are not readily obtained or visible; or that there were policies but no choice of provider then there is no meaningful consent; or that there is a choice of provider and privacy policies but all are following the same technical standard, so again there is no meaningful consent. The final example may be particularly significant if the standard is seeking -but failing -to meet PbD and data protection rules. Also important here is the German competition regulator's launch of an abuse investigation into Facebook regarding provisions in its privacy policies relating to the use of user data (Kerber 2016, Section II, III) . 43 This discussion provides a base, then, for further enquiry which could lead to a finding that the case study's passing on of the smart grid data can be found to be an abuse of a dominant position; and for this decision to be reached after consideration of competition law, data protection law, and three different human rights. Competition law would bring its own financial sanctions with it to add to the traditional legal toolbox; 44 but it is this highly integrated legal approach and solution which is the key contribution offered here.
This approach still, however, has its limits. It will only apply if the case study Company is in a dominant position, which is not easy to establish, and the competition regulators (whether UK or EU) must decide to allocate some portion of their scarce resources to pursuing an enforcement action. Even if this succeeds, it would simply entrench a pre-eminence on the power of law to offer a particular solution. Yet this widening of the legal toolbox remains vulnerable to the challenges set out above; further, if the activity does come to an end, so does the opportunity for this pathway to energy efficiency to be delivered with its positive impact on climate change. Therefore, as indicated above, a second, more standards based and hybrid approach, requires discussion.
A more integrated, bottom-up, and appropriately complex approach to standards Towards a new approach
One opportunity is suggested by Hildebrandt (2011) , who argues that effective legal protection for privacy (and also due process and non-discrimination) requires creative re-enactment of these rights in the new technologies which are posing challenges to them, such as the IoT which is the basis of the case study. However, this is not straightforward. At this point, it should be clear to the reader that the combination of networked digital devices deployed in contexts such as the smart grids in the case study, and drives towards energy efficiency which they operationalise, create a complex crossover between regulatory and policy domains often thought of as separate: data protection, energy efficiency through infrastructure, and competition. Protecting the individual and the consumer in these fields, and contributing to addressing climate change in this particular way, will require collaboration and coordination between regulators and policymakers working across industries -as indeed suggested by the European Data Protection Supervisor (European Data Protection Supervisor 2014) and European Data Protection Supervisor 2016) and by the (European Commission 2012 , 2014a , 2014b , 2017d ).
Actually delivering this will require the application of a range of skillsets, perspectives, and analytical tools. As seen, there is some existing engagement between laws, and within sectors between laws and other fields (notably technology and privacy in data protection, and technical work through the Smart Grid Task Force). There are also key technical challenges to be explored, together with the inherent complexity of balancing the priorities of regard to energy efficiency, privacy and data protection, and to do so by moving beyond the existing engagement. Despite the premise suggested above that this was unlikely to be achieved, hence suggested interventions through competition law in some cases, the privacy-energy efficiencytechnology intersection is too important to be abandoned entirely. The very real challenge of addressing climate change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions through a focus on energy efficiency and infrastructure, provides an urgent need and policy momentum to pursue this.
Supporting this, Gellert (2016) points out that efforts to resolve privacy issues with smart grids in The Netherlands (notwithstanding the developments there discussed above) and in Germany have not been adequate, and that current implementations of this technology have a weak approach to sustainability. He argues that a strong sustainable development perspective is required for integration, which must include human rights issues, 45 and that this will allow real progress to be made in tackling both privacy and environmental protection. Although this will make the task more complex, it again underpins the theme of this paper.
A more negative incentive to move forward with this task is that a great deal of IoT technology is designed in the US and manufactured in China, jurisdictions with very different perspectives on privacy (taken broadly) to the EU. There is, therefore, a strong risk of privacy being sidelined at a practical level within the energy and climate change landscape as a minor nuisance, to be ignored until it is too late and then left unsolved as it will be too difficult to retro-fit into the installed base of infrastructure. It is necessary to avoid this. To ensure that protection of privacy and data protection is not a problem or an irritant (however genuinely attempts are being made to address it), when pursuing the energy efficiency goal, but one which is seen as of equal value. A new approach is needed, building on the legal, social, policy and technical developments explored in this paper. This should be inter-disciplinary, and at the intersection between technology, privacy, and energy efficiency issues. Recognition of the social challenges raised in the Irish report; alongside the steps seen to be taken by the EU (in particular) regarding standards, the new data protection template, considering energy benefits in privacy work and vice versa; and the prospect of listening and engaging with industry and technologists, could all combine to bring about something far beyond PbD. On this it is noteworthy that Koops and Leenes conclude that PbD will not be achieved by techno-regulation but by changing communications channels (Koops and Leenes 2014) .
New approaches to standards and institutions
A means of bringing this about, which builds on the case study references to (different kinds of) industry standards, is the development of robust open standards. These would be tested by consumers through a collaborative process, and anyone would be able to use the resulting standards. This aligns with self-regulation; Rubinstein has argued that when legal frameworks are fragmented (as in the case study), self-regulation may offer a way forward, however imperfect (Rubinstein 2011) . A standards based approach has been applied elsewhere in the environmental landscape; for example as a formal industry initiative such as sustainable timber (for example, the UK Forestry Standard embracing both legal requirements and best practice), 46 and see Maurer 2014, 302-330 . Support for this approach from the information security perspective comes in a report published by the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security which recommends the inclusion of privacy in the process of developing standards (Danezis et al 2014, 54) . In addition, the International Standards Organisation (ISO) has already undertaken substantial work on privacy standards (De Hert and Papakonstantinou 2013, 295-6) 47 and also on climate change; 48 but it has not combined them. Further standards development is also supported by the International Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners (2007), who drafted a joint proposal (International Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners (2009)), referring to developing technical specifications for information systems and technologies for processing of data to applicable laws (International Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners (22e). Once again, however, this work does not engage with climate change and energy efficiency. Standards for energy efficiency which pay more than lip-service to privacy issues and which drew on legal and technical expertise, could build on the activity of the European Telecommunication Standards Institute (which is involved in the EU standards work discussed above) or indeed the International Telecommunications Institute (ITU).
Of particular interest for possible positive outcomes from the case study, is the potential for European standards to be exported to other jurisdictions. This happened with the adoption of the Reduction of Hazardous Substances regulation by California which was modeled on Directive 2002/95 49 -and is therefore important across the United States and globally (Bradford 2012, 30 and see also Dilling 2012) . The possible use of standards as a means of demonstrating compliance with the GDPR, authorized by Article 43, is another means of enabling standards to spread globally (and note also the importance discussed above of the practical importance of non EU countries meeting GDPR standards). However, this will require real engagement not only from industry but from civil society, particularly privacy activists, and from privacy and competition regulators, which (as has been discussed) is still a limited phenomenon.
Indeed new transnational standards proposals would provide a means for constructive dialogue between the legal and technical sphere (Rachovitsa 2016) . Further, it could avoid a patchwork of geographically-constrained law and regulation which would also have significant attractions for industry:
For companies that operate internationally, a set of fundamental principles would also provide guidance. Any personal information that they collect and transfer across borders would be subject to the same set of fundamental principles, which would reduce legal complexity and therefore reduce the cost of compliance. Significantly different standards across the world create an impediment to companies that need to comply with the requirements of different information privacy laws (Toy 2013, 957) .
Given the starting point of this paper -energy efficiency and addressing climate change through infrastructure -environmental law does, appropriately here and once again, provide a useful further model as to how this could be done. This time, international environmental law has been moving to being more integrated and multi-modal (Long 2015) , and adopting more 'hybrid' structures, for example in respect of transnational governance of chemicals and hazardous substances (Dilling 2012) . It is time for privacy law and technologies to do the same, particularly for problems (such as in the case study) where there are intersections with other domains.
From a regulatory perspective, such an approach would be more bottom-up than top-down, and in the hands of the wide group of relevant stakeholders -in the case study, this could include two Companies, the standards body and users. Drawing on international environmental law as it strives to rise to the challenges presented by the complex, dynamic nature of the problems which it seeks to solve, four key features emerge which are relevant to ensuring the success of any moves in this direction. Firstly, flexible and integrated institutions, which operate in a "soft regulation" mode (such as the best practice in the forestry standard) rather than applying "hard rules" such as a requirement that a smart grid is used (Long 2015, 180-190) . Secondly, due to the range of entities, issues, and natural phenomena which international environmental law addresses, it meets complex problems with appropriately complex institutional interrelationships (Long 2015, 190-196) . Thirdly, institutions adapt to changing physical and policy contexts in an iterative and resilient fashion (Long 2015, 196-200) . Fourthly, international environmental law pays particular attention to linkages between issues and institutions, particularly by ensuring that human rights questions are included in discussions about environmental law (Long 2015, 200-201) -the relevance of this to the case study has been explored. It is also noteworthy that the development of standards that are more than "greenwashing" may require including Non Governmental Organizations. This was done in the Mobile Phone Partnership Initiative (Dilling 2012, 406) , which addresses the environmentally sound management of end-of-life mobile phones (Secretariat of the Basel Convention undated, Morgera and Kulovesi 2013, from 140) . In respect of the case study, privacy and climate change activists could both be involved in standards development.
Delivering these new standards through a wider and more inclusive governance process may not be straightforward. It is valuable here to explore some of the wider issues which could be encountered. In respect of institutions the first key feature identified above, standard-setting (particularly when it is an alternative to more conventional law-making) and being to an extent bottom up nature and leading to power held by the institution, can suffer from a perception of lack of legitimacy (Biermann and Gupta 2011) . This is highlighted in the case study by the rise in importance of the Company's products in the marketplace; they may become a standard while not respecting fundamentals of data protection law. How, then, can the standards' legitimacy be ensured? Scharpf (writing about European law-making, but making a point which extends to other domains) argues that legitimacy relies on trust in institutional arrangements, which provides input legitimacy ("that governing processes are generally responsive to the manifest preferences of the governed") and output legitimacy ("that the policies adopted will generally represent effective solutions to common problems of the governed") (Scharpf 2003, 4) .
Can the institutions discussed above be trusted now, or made trustable through reform? This will also require some effort. Gerson (2016) argues forcefully that the ITU is "broken" as it fails to engage constructively with civil society. He proposes a number of reforms which he claims are necessary in order to increase transparency: broader channels for participation and lower barriers to access to internal documents (Gerson 2016 (Gerson , 1470 (Gerson -1488 . This echoes what has already been successfully implemented by a different type of institution, the World Wide Web Consortium. In its privacy standard setting processes, the World Wide Web Consortium has incorporated elements of delegation to multi-stakeholder groups, public discussions and debates, deliberately diversifying participation to include civil society and government experts (through waiving fees, geographically distributed meetings, funding support, and other capacitybuilding measures) (Doty and Mulligan 2013, 155-165) . This approach is also once again in keeping with international environmental law, for example Principle 10 of the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development 50 calls for more participatory governance. It is also possible: strong civil society participation in ITU processes has been achieved in the past, particularly in the World Summit on the Information Society in 2003 (Yu 2009, 538) .
Getting the most from this process will require "orchestration" (Abbott 2012, 587) by an institution and intersecting, and linking with other institutions (reflecting the second and fourth key feature) such as those with a climate change and energy efficiency focus. It is important, however, that this process also avoids the possible dysfunctions of decentralized governance, such as fragmentation and high transaction costs (Abbott 2012, 587) . The end result is likely to be a "regime complex" of overlapping regimes (Raustiala and Victor 2004) . Several approaches can be used in turn to assess the legitimacy of an energy efficiency and privacy complex as it develops. There are the six criteria put forward by Keohane and Victor (2011) : coherence, accountability, determinacy, sustainability, epistemic quality, and fairness; Bäckstrand (2008, 82) 's three-dimensional model of accountability (participatory, transparency, and availability of monitoring mechanisms); and Arnstein (1969)'s "ladder of citizen participation", with rungs that elevate stakeholder engagement from manipulation through consultation to delegated power and control. Finally, at a practical level within the functional requirements within the standard one could have regard to some diverse proposals regarding how best to manage privacy and security risks arising from networked digital devices. Peppet suggests tighter controls on the re-use of information; more clarity for consumers regarding policies, sensors, and sharing; and vesting ownership in information in individuals rather than businesses, all of which are highly relevant to the case study (Peppet 2014, 150-164) . Similarly, the UK National Association of Citizens Advice Bureaux has recommended empowering consumers with greater transparency around the use of their data and ultimate control of its use according to their preferences rather than the convenience of businesses (Coll 2015) . Ohm and Reid propose the creation of a state agency with responsibility for regulating code, with the role of coordinating between and convening other agencies, together with a bottom-up focus on injecting technical and technological expertise in the policy process (Ohm and Reid 2016 , 1700 -1702 . In a similar vein, it has been argued that important applications of software require its making available on an open source basis (Sandler et al. 2010) ; and Moglen (focusing on software in medical devices, but presenting an analysis that can be extended to many other fields) claims that black-boxed software without source code is an "unsafe building material", something which would not be permitted in the construction industry (Moglen 2010) . Therefore, in order for citizens and consumers to have confidence in IoT devices, source code for key components may need to be made available, either on an open source basis or (if trade secrets concerns require) perhaps by deposit with trusted third parties. This would create opportunities for privacy and security audits, either by government agencies or through crowd-sourcing.
Conclusions
Within the context of a multi-faceted case study, this paper began with a focus on delivering one policy and legal goal -energy efficiency through infrastructure to assist in addressing climate change to meet international treaty commitments. The paper explored the policy and legal challenges that one means of delivering this, smart grids which provide personal information, can pose to privacy and data protection law. It then noted the risks for privacy if installed infrastructure and accepted approaches to smart grids and information do not conform to legal requirements taken broadly. This is so notwithstanding some significant recognition of the issue within the energy landscape, and indeed within the information landscape. The paper argued that these risks continue notably because of the inadequacy of the technology; the challenges of relying on technology; and in the overly limited instances of regulators of energy and climate change, and of privacy and data protection, fully embracing and intertwining the other field. The paper outlined two solutions which could respond to this: one which turns to more law, and one which is interdisciplinary with a focus on standards, involving institutions, wider participation and self regulation. Legally, it was argued that the EU framework of competition law prohibiting abuse of a dominant position, human rights (covering privacy, data protection and also rights in respect of the environment) and data protection law could combine to prevent sharing of data by those with significant control of a market. The possibility of integration of data protection law, with its strong impact on non-EU activity, with competition law increase the prospect of this model having wider transnational appeal. This legal approach could, however, be a rather blunt approach. It could lead to the energy efficiency and ultimate climate change benefits of smart grids being lost through a prohibition of the abusive activity. It would not provide solutions for the information regulator, or those involved in policy leadership and regulation in energy efficiency, to deliver energy efficiency through infrastructure while also acting consistently with other legal fields.
So although legal interdisciplinary dialogue and more can assist, something else is required. The powerful Irish report concluded that "there is a need to chart a path that is neither so luddite that no developments can occur, nor too boosterist or scare-mongering that fundamental values of privacy, liberty and freedom are sacrificed for a data economy or a surveillant securitised state" (Kitchin 2016, 60) . There must be deep and ongoing engagement between law and technology, much more integrated and ongoing than has been seen in the past. Open standards, built through wide communication including across institutions (themselves across discipline), through a self-regulatory approach and involving lawyers, technologists and users, are a hybrid means of delivering this. Indeed, appropriately given the focus on energy efficiency for addressing climate change, the related field of international environmental law has been seen to provide a useful base for more multi-modal, self regulatory frameworks, and new communication across legal and technical fields. This, with some effort towards reforming institutions and involving civil society, has been argued to provide a base for new standards which can be used by energy efficiency and by information regulators, together and apart, to support their existing openness to engaging with the challenges of the other field. It has been recognised that this raises wider questions of regulatory legitimacy and proposals have been made as to how this could be pursued.
Accordingly, in a refined version of the case study, the smart technology developed through wide engagement with lawyers and technologies across fields could meet PbD and EU data protection requirements and would be of transnational appeal. It would not involve an abuse of a dominant position on the basis posited here. Through adoption by a standards body it could enable three areas of law (privacy in the broad sense, and addressing climate change through energy efficiency and infrastructure, and human rights) to be effectively and informedly integrated. More widely, this approach could address the challenges of seeing technology as having the answers to legal problems; of technology being confused by legal uncertainties; and of some lawyers seeing the answers as lying in another field or the other field as being irrelevant to them. It also avoids the prospect of the passing of more laws (general or specific) and the reliance on existing laws, which are often mis-understood, mis-applied, or simply ignored by that key group -technologists. Two strands of solutions exist, therefore, to increase the prospects of solutions being delivered which reflect and integrate competing fields which are in fact relevant to single goals. What is required is intersectional willingness to bring them about. The roots of this have been identified in this paper. Now it is time for action.
Notes

